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 New Business Customised Sheets from Buckingham and Benham 

Two more business sheets have been unveiled, due out in January 2010. The first is from 
Buckingham commemorating the Centenary of the Death of King Edward VII. The 
second from Benham will appeal to thematic collectors in the shape of a collection of 
Cats and Dogs. (06/12) 

 

 Our BIG Christmas Competition! 

Where's Wally? (titled Where's Waldo? in North America) is a series of children's books 
created by British illustrator Martin Handford. The books consist of a series of full-page 
illustrations of hundreds of people typically depicted during a frenzy of activity; each 
illustration depicts a unique location, time period, or activity. The intent is for the reader 
to find a character named Wally hidden in the group. 
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Here at smilers-info.com we have teamed up with Matt Christlow and Planet Prints to 
bring you our BIG Christmas competition. Borrowing heavily from the Where's Wally 
theme (with apologies to Martin Handford and his wonderful Where's Wally books) we 
are launching our Where's Matt competition.  All you have to do is identify, in the order 
they were issued, those Smilers sheets which have incorporated an image, or part image, 
of Matt Christlow. 

5BD9B4805C982AD58D39D6FE41CBD2BE41F2B9881756E917D69B7D989CD95609
BD919680A9C0 

To get you started we have provided you with a top secret encoded message in the above 
string of characters. By using your network connections you should be able to use the 
above to help you unlock the clue in the above code. You will still have to work out the 
key to unlock the message but you shouldn't have to think too hard - just keep smiling! 
Bletchley Park eat your heart out.... 

The first correct entry received by e-mail after the 21st December 2009 will receive a 
West Kent Shooting Club Smilers sheet free of charge courtesy of Matt and Planet Prints. 
Good Luck! 

 It's goin' to be lonely this Christmas without him! 

I have just received an e-mail update from Buckingham Covers with news about their 
planned Elvis sheet which has been abandoned, courtesy of the Royal Mail IP police. 
Here is what they are saying...  

"Our first sheet next year was planned to be a tribute to the King of Rock and Roll but 
alas, Royal Mail had other ideas. We'd been very careful with copyright issues. We didn't 
use the words "Elvis" or "Graceland". All 12 of our pictures were bought from top 
companies. We were advised that song titles are in the public domain and these were over 
50 years old. So we thought we'd designed a sheet that was safe. But Royal Mail had to 
ask their legal department - and, well, we all know lawyers (sorry if you are one and you 
always take the flack, I have to blame someone). They said we would have to get 
permission from all composers! Since that would have taken years, we have abandoned 
the Elvis sheet which is a pity because a lot of collectors liked it (but to be fair, not all of 
you!). It is difficult when our main supplier (Royal Mail) is also our biggest competitor. 
They get to set the rules, postmark our covers, print our sheets, give or deny permissions - 
and also delivers orders to you, our customers!"  

.... anyway, in short Elvis has left the building! (01/12) 

 Two New Business Sheets 

With Christmas just round the corner, a further two new Business sheets have arrived in 
time to fill our Christmas stockings. Matt Christlow and Planet Prints have combined to 
produce the West Kent Shooting Club sheet which went on sale on eBay on 29th 
November. Reportedly, Planet Prints approached West Kent Shooting Club with a 
suggestion to feature the club on a Business Smilers sheet and they kindly agreed! They 
helped out with suggestions and even provided an instructor (Cliff) to help out with 
technical advice for the sheet design. Two young members are pictured, one apparently 
an Olympic hopeful! Matt must by now hold the record as the most featured individual 
appearing on smilers sheets but do you know how many sheets has featured him? The 
most imaginative and correct answer will be published in the week before Christmas! This 
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is going to be another difficult sheet to find with a number of sheets designated for club members 
so we understand. 

Adrian Bradbury celebrates the first anniversary of the appearance of the British Design Classics 
stamps (featured on the sheet) released last January by featuring the famous Routemaster London 
Bus as the theme for his sheet No. 49 of the History of Britain series, due out next January. 
(30/11) 

      

 For All Occasions - Customised Smilers Sheets Announced 

Royal Mail has released some further details of four new Smilers sheets available from next 
January. Four new Smilers sheets will be issued featuring four of the ten new Smilers stamps 
being issued on the same day. The sheets announced are: 

o Many Happy Returns - Birthday Present: illustration by Annabel Wright 
o Let's Celebrate - Birthday Cake: illustration by Annabel Wright. 
o Far and Away - Europe: illustration by Lucy Davey. 
o Up, Up and Away - Worldwide: illustration by Lucy Davey 
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The 1st class smilers sheets (birthday cake and birthday present) will be priced at £13.50 per 
sheet. The cost of the Europe and Worldwide NVI smilers stamp sheets has yet to be announced. 
(Updated: 26/11) 

 New Elm Park Christmas Sheet. 

Tina De'ath from Elm Park has been in touch and advised of a new themed smilers sheet for 
Christmas. Produced by the Elm Park Regeneration Committee in a limited print run of 25 sheets, 
it is again available in full sheets of 20 stamps/labels at £100 (there is one on eBay right now) or 
half sheets at £20 per half sheet, all proceeds going to local charities.  There are also some first 
day covers being prepared and you can also buy singles at £1 each.  (Updated: 30/11) 

 

 Three new Business Customised stamp sheets spotted. 

If you have been keeping an eye on the junk mail arriving in the run up to Christmas you will 
have already spotted three new sheets which featured in mail shots, two from Benham and one 
from the Stamp Centre. Benham covers are issuing a new mini series of stamp sheets featuring 
RAF aircraft, with the frist two designs announced entitled RAF - Defensive Force and RAF - 
Offensive Force. I have been trying to figure out what the other four sheets may be in the series as 
Defensive and Offensive seem to sum up the RAF's activities pretty well. We shall just have to 
wait and see!  The third sheet spotted this month by a regular contributor was tucked away in the 
corner of a Stamp Centre flyer. Bagpuss is featured on a brand new gummed smilers sheet to be 
issued by The Stamp Centre. Apologies in advance for the quality of the images - if we can get 
better ones we will update Smilers News. (24/11) 
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 New Smilers By Post Leaflet dated October 09 

Royal Mail has issued a new Smilers-By-Post leaflet which I have only seen to date in digital 
format. It features the new Christmas stamps and offers sheets with rectangular or circular labels 
which is interesting but probably inaccurate with respect to the Christmas stamps. Royal Mail 
Ref: RMX20-10 JAB (Oct 09) No date quoted. (21/11) 
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 For All Occasions 

Royal Mail's new Occasions generic Smilers sheet has been unveiled. Due out on 27th January 
2010, it features two sets of ten new self-adhesive Smilers stamps. The stamps will be available in 
a conventional gummed miniature sheet format on the same day. Also available from that day will 
be a number of customised sheet formats. As soon as we receive these images we will post them 
in Smilers News. (20/11) 

 

 New Business Sheets - November Update 

A raft of new Business sheets have been announced over the past couple of weeks by most of the 
sheet producers including ourselves, Ridgewood Smi)ers, which will add to the fun in the run up 
to Christmas! 
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They are, from left to right, and down....... 

• The Great Northern Railway - Benham 
• Ashes Winners 2009 - Bletchley Park Post Office 
• History of British Air Services - Ridgewood 
• 75th Birthday of Elvis - Buckingham 
• Leonardo Da Vinci / Philatex - Rushstamps 

Further details available in our New Issues pages (11/11)  

 Customised Christmas Sheets from Royal Mail 

Royal Mail have now issued their Christmas Generic Smilers but did you know there are six 
different Customised sheets being released this Christmas as well? 

There are four new single-value Smilers sheets being issued this year, 2nd, 1st, 56p and 90p. All 
but the 2nd class sheet are available in either sheets of 10 or sheets or 20, the later with the option 
to use two different label images one per pane. In addition, we have had confirmation from Royal 
Mail that the Christmas Smilers sheet designs from 2006 (2nd Snowman and 1st Santa) are being 
re-issued for 2009 without the Christmas 2006 imprint. 

In keeping with our practice in recent years, we have ordered a supply of all six sheets and these 
will be available shortly to buy on-line or by mail order featuring our Christmas 2009 label, see 
New Issues for further information. (09/11) 
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 Business and Consumer Smilers® 2010 – Miniature Sheet or Missed Opportunity? 

Royal Mail will be issuing a miniature sheet on 27th January 2010 incorporating 10 new stamps, 
which in future will be available to either the Business Customised stamp sheet service or the 
"Smilers" personalised stamp sheet service which Royal Mail are now branding Consumer 
Smilers. These stamps will be conventionally gummed and printed in Litho by Cartor in miniature 
sheet format measuring 123 mm x 70mm priced £4.58. We also understand that on the same day a 
generic Stamp sheet incorporating 2 x 10 of these stamps plus adjoining labels printed on self-
adhesive paper, also by Cartor in litho, will be released and we expect at least four new format 
Smilers sheets to accompany the 4 new consumer smilers. 

 

Six of the new stamps will be available to the Business Customised market being largely for 
thematic interest: 

• Planes 
• Cars 
• Trains 
• Boats 
• Royalty 
• Remembrance 

Four of the new stamps will be available to the Consumer Smilers market, focusing on greetings 
and events: 

• Happy Birthday 
• Present 
• Hello (Europe) 
• Hello (Worldwide) 

As may be obvious from the miniature sheet the stamps came from different sources, Seal and 
Crown: Hat-trick, Transport: Andrew Davidson, Hello, Europe and Worldwide: Lucy Davey, 
Cake and Parcel: Annabel Wright. As such we do not think this miniature sheet works in terms of 
artistic appeal or merit - in fact we are somewhat at a loss to understand the rationale behind it 
other than another money making opportunity for Royal Mail. What would have been more 
interesting perhaps is a series of five self adhesive stamp booklets featuring a pair of these new 
stamp designs which would have had broader appeal than a miniature sheet and would 
complement the self adhesive stamps to be released in Smilers sheet format. The only way a 
collector will be able to obtain these in self adhesive format is to buy effectively two sets in the 
new generic sheet. It is a a pity that Royal Mail did not listen entirely to Adrian Bradbury who 
produced some stunning suggestions and designs last year in response to Royal Mail's expressed 
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interest for industry feedback. Ah well, there's none so deaf as those that don't want to hear as 
they say. Did someone say "let them eat cake"? (27/10) 

 New Range of Christmas Smilers plus some old favourties with a twist from Royal Mail 

Royal Mail has released details of their new range of customised stamp sheets (Smilers) for 
Christmas. 

They include: 

• 20 x 2nd: £9.50,  
• 10/20 x 1st: £7.50/£13.50,  
• 10/20 x 56p: £9.50/£19.00  
• 10/20 x 90p: £13.50/£27.00 

The 1st, 56p and 90p values are available either in half sheets of 10 or full sheets of 20. Also, it is 
possible to order two panes of the 10 stamps options unseperated with different images on each 
pane (so called dual image smilers) - if you ask nicely that is! 

 

In a move presumably designed to appeal to their politically correct non-Christian customers, we 
hear that Royal Mail will be re-issuing the 2006 Christmas Smilers but without the Christmas 
2006 imprint in the lower right hand corner of the sheets. Presumably this has been done to 
provide a non-religious option for Christmas smilers to the non-Christians amongst us - but sorry 
it's Christmas - isn't that the point?  If it was so important to provide non-Christians with a non-
Christian option, why go to the bother to remove the Christmas 2006 imprint - sorry I don't buy 
it!  Another philatelic inspired re-print me thinks!!  No images as yet, but as soon as we have 
them we will post them on our news page. (27/10) 

 New Business Sheets from Bradbury 

Two new Business customised stamp sheets have been announced by AG Bradbury - available as 
a pair for the sum of £89.99 - they commemorate the death of King Edward VII and the accession 
of King George V and are due for release in Dec/Jan but more likely December in our view. With 
the announcement of the new thematic smilers due for issue in January it is perhaps a pity that 
Adrian could not have held back the release until January and used the new Royalty Smilers 
planned for that month; in our view these would have been a perfect fit for these two sheets. That 
said, it is also our view that the designs are both bright, attractive and use a mix of historical 
images and stamps of the period to illustrate the subject matter very well. (26/10) 
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 New Business Sheets Update 

Two new Business sheets have been spotted in the past week or so. Matt Christlow has released 
the Uckfield Rugby Football Club sheet which went on sale on eBay on 10th October and is likely 
to be another difficult sheet to find with c. 75 sheets sold to the club members we understand.  
Benham have also released details of their Christmas sheet which is due out on 3rd November to 
coincide with the release of this year's new Christmas Stamps. Also, the long awaited Titanic 
Heritage Sheet - RMS Olympic - was finally issued on the 12th October 2009. (17/10) 

      

 UniversalMail Customised Stamps - Further Update 

Last month we reported on 13 new Customised stamp strips from UniversalMail, the licensed 
provider of customised and personalised stamps for the international letter and postcard market. 
We also reported that the original issue of 10 strips had been reprinted in May 2009 some with 
subtle but visible differences, notably the white strip between the Union Flag and image was 
approximately twice as wide in the reprints.  

Since this report we have had further information that suggests that not all 10 strips were re-
printed. In fact only six strips were reprinted and details of these reprints can be found on the 
UnversalMail pages of this website. The following strips were not re-printed: 
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• Buckingham Palace 
• Big Ben 
• Palace and Castles 
• Piccadilly and Trafalgar 

We have updated our listings and added additional notes to the relevant pages and provided 
illustrations for all re-prints and new strips. (13/10) 


